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Background
AI05-0186-1 proposes a system of global read and write annotations. These annotations were intended 
to build a foundation to enable solving a number of problems, including assistance for static analysis 
and enabling of parallel execution of subprograms (via as bodies of parallel loops and parallel blocks). 
But the most important problem to be solved was to enable abstraction of contracts.

ARG meeting #40 (Burlington MA) discussed the basic proposal and generally found it to be too 
complex to include in Ada 2012. I was tasked at attempting to find an alternative or significant 
simplification in order for some solution to be included in Ada 2012. This paper explains the problem 
to be solved, discusses properties of the problem that might be useful in crafting a solution, and surveys 
possible solutions.

Part 1: The Problem
Ada 2012 proposes to add subprogram preconditions to the language to improve "... the ability to write 
and enforce contracts for Ada entities" (as the WG 9 instructions to the ARG read). A precondition is an 
expression that is evaluated prior to the call of a subprogram; if the expression is False, an exception is 
raised.

(Note: Preconditions are one of a family of expression-based contracts that are proposed to be added in 
Ada 2012. Others include postconditions, invariants, and subtype predicates. This paper focuses on 
preconditions for simplicity, but all of the expression-based contracts have similar issues and 
properties. Any solution that works for preconditions would almost certainly work for the other 
expression-based contracts.)

An example of a simple precondition could be:
   package Integer_Stacks is
      type Stack is record
         Count : Natural := 0;
         Data : array (1 .. 100) of Integer;
      end record;
      function Is_Empty (S : in Stack) return Boolean;
      function Is_Full (S : in Stack) return Boolean;
      function Pop (S : in out Stack) return Integer
         with Pre => S.Count > 0;
      procedure Push (S : in out Stack; Item : in Integer)
         with Pre => S.Count < 100;
   end Integer_Stacks;
The precondition on Pop says that it won't work to pop an element from an empty stack.
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Precondition Abstraction
Precondition expressions are written as any other Boolean expression in Ada. Ada 2012 adds various 
forms of conditional and quantified expressions to simplify writing these expressions. This is powerful 
and potentially can express anything, but it also means that precondition expressions can get very large. 
One way to reduce that size is to define user-defined functions to abstract part or all of a precondition.

In addition, Ada offers extensive facilities for abstraction. For instance, it would be considered good 
practice in Ada for type Stack in the above example to be declared as a private type. However, that 
means that the Count component would not be visible, and thus the preconditions would need to call 
functions rather than use direct operations on the Count component. In this case, the preconditions in 
the example would probably be written as:
      function Pop (S : in out Stack) return Integer
         with Pre => not Is_Empty (S);
      procedure Push (S : in out Stack; Item : in Integer)
         with Pre => not Is_Full (S);
However, this abstraction comes with a cost. While the compiler can see the entire definition of the first 
set of preconditions (they are based only on predefined operators and visible components) and 
determine the meaning from them, the meaning of the second set of preconditions is hidden in the 
bodies of functions Is_Empty and Is_Full.

(Note: When we say "compiler" in this paper, we're usually talking about all tools that process Ada 
source code for one purpose or another. For most purposes, the effects on compilers, proof tools, static 
analysis tools, and other tools are similar. We'll point out when that is different, as in effects on code 
generation.)

Analysis ("analysis" here and in the following discussion could mean code optimization, compile-time 
detection of contract violations, or correctness proofs, among others) of preconditions is generally 
limited to symbolic analysis of the calls. If two calls take identical parameters and the function is 
known to be "good" (we'll talk about what "good" means later; I'm using "good" to avoid using any 
existing Ada terminology which would be confusing), then the two function calls can be assumed to 
return the same value. Typically, this assumption allows further adjustments. For instance, consider the 
code (using the second set of preconditions):
   if not Is_Empty (S) then
      I := Pop (S);
In this case, Is_Empty is "good", so the compiler can tell that the precondition cannot fail (presumably 
it would not generate any code to evaluate the precondition in this case). Unfortunately, knowing 
whether a function is "good" is hard.

Contracts versus Assertions
Unfortunately, preconditions as proposed for Ada 2012 are really assertions rather than contracts. A 
precondition contract needs to be true until at least the called subprogram modifies one of the 
parameters (often for the entire life of the call). An assertion, on the other hand, can only be assumed 
true at the instant that it is evaluated.

Preconditions aren't in general contracts as the possible presence of uncontrolled user-defined functions 
means that nothing can be assumed based on the precondition. If a function used in a precondition 
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depends on global objects, it is possible that the precondition would fail even immediately at the start 
of the called subprogram. Such a 'contract' can't be used for any purpose; some reviewers have said that 
such preconditions are actively harmful. The author wouldn't go that far, but he understands their 
discomfort.

However, there doesn't appear to be any practical way to restrict preconditions in Ada to just those that 
represent contracts. One could try to restrict the kinds of functions that could appear in a precondition, 
but such restrictions would have to be pretty severe to be effective. For instance, requiring only pure 
functions to appear in preconditions wouldn't allow functions with logging or memo code. These heavy 
restrictions would prevent many useful functions from being used, and thus this idea has been 
repeatedly rejected.

Even so, there is a need for compilers and/or tools to detect "bad" preconditions and possibly even 
suggest better ones.

One way to do this would be to be depend on analysis of the bodies of functions. However, for 
compilers and many other tools, it is important to be able to analyze source code without necessarily 
having access to bodies of routines. Body source code may not be available for many reasons, such as 
the use of a pre-compiled subsystem, or simply because it hasn't been developed yet. If analysis has to 
wait until the bodies are available, errors may not be detected until the integration phase of a project. 
Errors are always easier to fix when they are detected earlier; the easiest errors to fix are those found 
when a unit is first compiled.

Equally importantly, if a subprogram's contract (and a precondition is intended to be part of the 
contract) depends on the body of some user-defined subprogram, any analysis based on that contract 
has to be redone whenever the body changes. For instance, if a developer builds temporary stubs for 
routines not yet written, analysis based on those stubs could turn out to be wrong when the final bodies 
are added. This could easily lead to finding "new" errors in code that was long ago tested and validated.

The major value of contracts is that they allow us to do analysis on small pieces of code (typically a 
single subprogram) without depend on anything other than the contracts of other units. This makes 
many forms of analysis practical (whole program analysis is often just too large to be reasonable). [The 
author cribbed this idea from Yannick Moy's recent article on embedded.com.]

This allows us to state a meta rule: For a construct to be considered a contract, it must be the case that 
analysis based on the construct remains true no matter what (legal) changes are made elsewhere in the 
program, other than changes to the contract itself (including changes in contracts that it depends upon) 
or changes to the code that invokes the contract (the call and the set up of the values of the parameters, 
in the case of a precondition).

The need for real contracts containing user-defined functions is clear; we're not going to abandon Ada's 
legacy of abstraction for the ability to write contracts. This implies that we need stronger contracts for 
functions that potentially will be used in preconditions, in order that the compiler (and other tools as 
well) can tell if a function is "good".

When is a Function "Good"?
There is a lot of confusion about when a function can be considered "good". Sometimes the discussion 
has been about functions with side-effects, sometimes it have been about Pure functions. Neither of 
these are quite right. The issue is solely whether the result of the function is known to be same for a 
given pair of calls. This is generally useful only when the parameters can be proven to be the same. The 
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result is may also be affected by what other operations occur between the pair of calls. This means that 
the same function can be "good" and not "good" for different pairs of calls.

The lack of side-effects alone isn't enough. Nor is purity alone. Consider an example drawn from Claw. 
The function Is_Valid returns True whenever a window handle exists for a particular window object. 
However, that handle can be closed (and cease to exist) by the actions of the human running the Claw 
program. For instance:
   function Size (Window : in Root_Window_Type'Class)
      return Size_Type with Pre => Is_Valid (Window);
   ...
   if Is_Valid (My_Window) then
      -- User clicks the close button on My_Window here.
      Sz := Size (My_Window); -- Precondition fails here.
While there is no modification of the My_Window object in the source code, Is_Valid depends only 
upon its parameters, and in fact meets the restrictions of pragma Pure, Is_Valid still does not return the 
same result between the two calls. The problem of course is that other tasks have access to parts of the 
My_Window object and can change them asynchronously. Is_Valid is not a "good" function in this 
case.

Similarly, the presence of side-effects isn't enough to make a pair of function calls not "good". For 
instance, if we have a function:
   Global_Count : Natural := 0;
   function My_Count (S : in Stack) return Natural is
   begin
       return S.Count + Global_Count;
   end My_Count;
and a precondition based on it:
   function Pop (S : in out Stack) return Integer
      with Pre => My_Count(S) > 1;
in the following code:
   if My_Count (S) > 2 then
      -- No change to Global_Count here
      I := Pop (S); -- Precondition must pass here.
The function must return the same value in both of these calls. Of course, if Global_Count is changed:
   if My_Count (S) > 2 then
      Global_Count := 10;
      I := Pop (S); -- Precondition fails here.
Here, the function is not "good". This shows that a compiler or tool needs to know about the use of 
Global_Count before making any assumptions about calls to My_Count.

The Danger of Bad Assumptions
Incorrect assumptions can cause problems from extra code being executed to bogus warnings all the 
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way up to erroneous execution. Arguably, this is worse for preconditions than it is for other kinds of 
code, as the only reason that a precondition is included in a program is to increase its correctness. If a 
compiler or tool does something that decreases correctness based on a feature that is intended solely to 
increase correctness, that can be considered to be really nasty.

For instance, if the compiler assumes that My_Count could change in the first My_Count example 
above, it could generate code for a precondition that cannot fail. Worse, it could put out a warning to 
that effect.

But these are minor problems compared to the reverse case. If the compiler assumes that Is_Valid does 
not change (and an examination of the body of the function alone would suggest that), it might not 
generate code to check the precondition. Depending on how the body of Size is written (and whether 
checking is suppressed), that could have an effect as benign as simply changing the exception 
propagated by the call, or as bad as erroneous execution caused by dereferencing a now-nonexistent 
access value.

Bad assumptions could be even worse for a proof tool, as they could cause the tool to give completely 
wrong answers.

Clearly, the more information that the programmer can give the compiler or tool, the better the analysis 
and the lower likelihood of an incorrect assumption.

It should be noted that completely eliminating problems with assumptions about functions is probably 
impossible without having the body code. Almost all such cases come from code that causes erroneous 
execution. If the execution of a function is erroneous, there can be no guarantee that it meets its 
contract (or anything else meets its contract, either). One of the primary reasons that erroneous 
execution exists in Ada is to allow compilers to assume that certain things don't happen, and that is also 
true here. Since this is considered an acceptable risk for compiled code, we presume it is acceptable for 
contracts as well. Note however that some tools may not find that sufficient (such a static bug finding 
tool) – such tools will need to analyze subprograms for possible erroneous execution.

Goals
The primary problem that we need to solve is to allow functions used for abstraction to be analyzed in 
the same way as the same precondition that is not abstracted. That is, the preconditions of the first two 
examples of this paper ought to be analyzable with the same results. It is simply not acceptable for the 
use of abstraction to weaken other capabilities of compilers and tools. We do not want there to be any 
disincentives to use abstraction liberally!

It is less important to support other kinds of functions in preconditions. It's possible that other kinds of 
functions (such as access-to-subprogram functions) may need to be used in a precondition, but these 
sorts of functions ought to be rare and often avoidable.

A secondary goal is to enable compilers to provide help with appropriate and inappropriate 
preconditions. Since preconditions using functions that are not "good" do not necessarily have 
repeatable results, they should be avoided in most cases. Compilers ought to be in a position to warn 
about the use of such preconditions; that needs to happen early before other parts of the system depend 
on the dubious preconditions.
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Part 2: Properties of Functions Used in Preconditions
Subprograms used in contract preconditions are generally a subset of the full possibilities of Ada 
subprograms. First of all, procedures and entries will never directly appear in a precondition. It's 
possible for them to be called from a function that is used in a precondition, but this will usually be 
used for operations that are similar to functions but return their result(s) in an out parameter. (One 
reason for using such a procedure is to return multiple results at a time.) That means most will be 
similar to the functions used directly.

Functions used in preconditions are very often predicate functions (returning type Boolean), and almost 
never create or destroy objects (simple local variables excepted). The vast majority calculate their 
answers only by reading objects, and as such only take in parameters.

Interestingly, side effects caused by what a precondition function writes is essentially irrelevant to 
whether a pair of calls to the function are "good". All that matters is what the function uses to calculate 
its result, and that is based on the set of objects that it reads. Writing of objects is only interesting to the 
extent that it effects the results of other function calls. This isn't usually a very interesting property 
since nearly all writes are proceeded by a read of the same or close-related object.

Functions used to abstract preconditions ought to be even more restricted: they'll take some subset of 
the parameters of the subprogram as in parameters, and return a result of Boolean.

Many user-defined functions used in preconditions (especially ones used for abstraction) consist of a 
single return statement returning a Boolean expression. Most of the features of Ada functions (local 
variables, exception handlers, complex looping) are not needed to define these simple functions.

We may be able to use one or more of these properties to craft additional contract information for 
functions.

Part 3: Possible Solutions
In order of preconditions to be able to be good contracts, the compiler needs more information about 
the contents of the bodies of functions. There is a number of ways this can be accomplished; these 
break down into three broad categories.

The first category is to have additional categorization capabilities (pragmas, indicators, or aspects) for 
functions. Categorizations can further be broken down into assumed or checked categorizations.

Assumed Categorizations
The Pure_Function pragma in GNAT is an example of an assumed categorization. The basic idea is to 
have the programmer assert that the function has the needed properties (the same result for every call 
with the same parameter values). This has the advantage of not requiring many language rules, and it 
also works for functions that log results or are memo functions.

On the other hand, it puts the entire task into the hands of programmers, and we know that 
programmers make mistakes. Indeed, one could argue that the reason for adding preconditions is catch 
programmer mistakes; making them depend on another error-prone feature doesn't seem wise.

It also insists that all pairs of calls to the function that have the same parameters behave the same. As 
we've seen before, this is not always true.
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Finally, pragma Pure_Function was considered for Ada 2005 and rejected because it was considered by 
a significant minority of ARG members as too unsafe without some checking. Its use in preconditions 
is at least as unsafe as in normal code (and it could be argued that bad assumptions in preconditions are 
worse than in normal code).

Checked Categorizations
The Pure package categorization of Ada 95 is an example of a checked categorization. The author had 
previously suggested a "strict" categorization for functions; it would mean that the result depended only 
upon the parameters and calls to other strict functions. This would be checked by the compiler to 
ensure that there was no dependence on anything else (including global storage pools).

While this idea was never formally introduced, it never gained much interest from the ARG. The 
primary complaint was that it was very restrictive; many subprograms that ought to be categorizable 
are not. As noted above, this solution also assumes that all pairs of calls have the same properties, 
preventing analysis of some pairs of calls that could easily be determined to be "good".

Expression Functions
A second category of solution is to simply make the functions transparent to the compiler. If the entire 
precondition consists of predefined operators, the compiler will have no problem with analysis (it 
knows how the predefined operators work). This could be done by providing a renames of an 
expression as a function. This is proposed in AI05-0177-1 (which has not been considered by the ARG 
as of this date).

The basic idea is that a function renames can rename an expression. If this is done in a package 
specification, the expression would be resolved and frozen like a default expression – that is, at the 
point of the call. The construct would be allowed as a renames-as-body in the private part of a package, 
which would allow access to the components of private types in the expressions. An additional 
advantage is that such functions would not need elaboration checks (freezing at the call site would be 
sufficient).

Expression renaming also could provide a default implementation for functions in interfaces similar to 
what null procedures provide. What's not to like? :-)

Well, two objections have been raised (so far) about this idea. One is that it is putting more code into 
package specifications, reducing the separation between specifications and bodies. That's true, but no 
more so than preconditions themselves (which are also given in the specification). The other objection 
is that since it is limited to expressions, it only solves part of the problem. As soon as you need a local 
variable or handler, you have to use a "real" function and the problem has reappeared. Existing code 
might also contain functions that would be useful in a precondition, and this would only help if that 
code was rewritten.As noted previously, however, this would be sufficient for a large percentage of the 
functions used in preconditions – that makes this idea a reasonable fall-back option should no 
agreement be found on other options.

Annotations for Reading and Writing of Global Objects
The third category of solutions is to add (optional) annotations defining the reading and writing of 
global objects in subprograms. This solution is a bit less direct than the other two, but is potentially 
more powerful as other sorts of tools (and compiler optimizations) can use the information. (Some 
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possibilities were noted in the introduction.)

AI05-0186-1 provides a mostly worked out proposal (it still needs polishing). The basic idea is that it 
provides conservative, compile-time checked annotations of global objects that are read and written by 
subprograms and certain other entities.

The discussion of the AI at ARG meeting #40 (Burlington MA) was that it felt too large and complex. 
It also seemed to some like a slippery slope (there is always another feature to add).

The last complaint is in fact an advantage of this approach; it is relatively easy to add additional kinds 
of annotations as the need arises (and additional experience is gathered). Such additional annotations 
would be compatible, since the default is always to assume the worst (everything can be read and 
written).

What complicates the proposal is the need to deal with a variety of implicit operations (like Allocate 
from a storage pool and Finalize for a controlled type). These operations also may have annotations of 
their own, and those need to be taken into account in some way.

One important point to remember is that we would want whatever we do in this area to be expandable 
to support future requirements. It would not do to create a limited functionality that could not handle 
better annotations in the future. While we have no idea in what directions Ada will evolve in the future, 
supporting more static checking is always a fruitful direction. We should not block that.

Simplified Version of AI05-0186-1
One way to address the objections over the current version of AI05-0186-1 would be to reduce the 
scope somewhat. Since the default is always "others" (that is, read or write anything), we could reduce 
expressivity. If we assume that the current primary purpose of the annotations is to support 
precondition contracts, annotations that are unlikely to be needed in functions called from those 
contracts could be dropped.

Since functions used in preconditions are unlikely to be creating or destroying objects, most or all of 
the annotations for supporting access types could be dropped. Similarly, we could drop the entire set of 
package annotations; these are mainly used to support generic instantiations – but such instantiations 
are unlikely to occur in functions used in preconditions.

We probably don't need the access-to-subprogram annotations, either. Such functions could occur, but 
would be rare enough to ignore (functions used for abstraction would almost never be access-to-
subprograms, and our primary goal is to support abstraction without impacting analysis). We would 
want to keep the class-wide annotations (for the same reason that we have Pre'Class annotations).

Since functions from the containers could be used in a precondition (for instance, to look at the head 
item of a data structure), it would seem valuable to continue to include then, along with the type 
annotations to support controlled types.

The individual object names and the full package annotations would remain in any ssimplification. The 
latter are needed to allow discussing objects that are not visible to the specification. It seems necessary 
to allow writing local objects (as in memo functions) without having to kill the universe. That's 
important as we want to encourage globals to be hidden in package bodies; we don't want to be creating 
incentives to write highly coupled programs!

This simplification would not prevent any later expansions. However, the amount of simplification 
would be modest. It doesn't seem to the author that it would be enough to satisfy the critics.
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Skeleton Version of AI05-0186-1
Can we reduce the annotations still further? If we assume that almost all new code will use the new 
container magic accessor syntax (as these are far easier to write than the old calls for accessing 
elements), the answer is yes. In that case, we don't need to worry about the container generics copying 
or destroying elements (insertions and deletions will do that – which won't be used in preconditions – 
but not the accessors, which access in place). In that case, we probably can get by without any of the 
generic facilities or the type annotations.  This would leave only very limited functions in the 
containers usable from contracts, but the ones that would be usable would be the most likely to appear 
in a contract expression: Is_Empty, Length, and accessors.

This would leave exactly three annotations: null, others [in <package>], and access <type>, only 
usable on subprograms (in normal and class-wide forms). That seems like a major simplification.

However there are a couple of concerns (how severe would need an attempt to make the definition): 
first, this would require taking some of the existing rules for types and putting them into the 
subprogram rules. It's not clear how easy or hard that will be. It would be necessary to define creation 
or destruction of a controlled object as requiring others.
The other concern is whether or not this change would make compatible future expansion (along the 
line of the original AI05-0186-1) difficult or impossible. That would clearly depend on the new rules 
for object declarations in subprograms.

While this would be fairly restrictive, most of the functions that ought to have the annotations could use 
them. So it would seem to meet the mandate to do only that needed to provide contract information. As 
such, this seems like the best alternative at this time.

Give Implementors the Tools
One problem with these annotations is that they cannot be defined by an implementer, as the syntax and 
semantic requirements of the individual annotations go well beyond that supported by the basic 
definition of an aspect clause.

One alternative that has been floated is to leave the heavy lifting to the implementors, and just provide 
them the flexibility in the aspect clauses to do this themselves. That has the obvious disadvantage that 
no portability will exist, and also likely to generate solutions that are very tied to a particular 
implementation.

But one could imagine combining this with the previously suggested skelton implementation, so that 
vendors could define additional annotations as the need arises. That would provide for a source of 
future enhancements, while providing the basic framework within the language itself.

That all sounds good, but no obvious way to define this syntax seems obvious (given that it implies 
adding new combinations of keywords as well as expressions or names). Ideas are welcome.

Punt (that is, Give Up and Do Nothing)
Finally, of course, we can simply punt and say that preconditions (and all of their relatives) are just 
assertions, not contracts of any form. Besides ignoring the WG 9 instructions (which it can be fairly 
said were intended to be interpreted broadly), this seems to be going in the wrong direction. Run-time 
checks are poor substitute for compile-time requirements (or even error detection by separate tools). 
Undetected run-time failures in a fielded program are indistinguishable from a program crash to the end 
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user of the software – they didn't get their work completed in either case. (The Arienne 5 failure is a 
clear example of how compile-time detection is preferable to run-time faults.) Ada needs more 
contracts, not more assertions.
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